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DAVID J. LUTZ, PH.D.
1320 EAST KINGSLEY, SUITE A
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65804-7216
417-882-4110
PSYCHOTHERAPIST-CLIENT SERVICES AGREEMENT
[MISSOURI]
Welcome to my practice. This document (the Agreement) contains important information about
my professional services and business policies. It also contains summary information about the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), a federal law that provides privacy
protections and client rights with regard to the use and disclosure of your Protected Health
Information (PHI) used for the purpose of treatment, payment, and health care operations. HIPAA
requires that I provide you with a Notice of Privacy Practices (the Notice) for use and disclosure
of PHI for treatment, payment and health care operations. The Notice, which is attached to this
Agreement, explains HIPAA and its application to your personal health information in greater
detail. The law requires that I obtain your signature acknowledging that I have provided you with
this information. Although these documents are long and sometimes complex, it is important that
you read them carefully. We can discuss any questions you have about the procedures at that time.
When you sign this document, it will also represent an agreement between us. You may revoke
this Agreement in writing at any time. That revocation will be binding on me unless I have taken
action in reliance on it; if there are obligations imposed on me by your health insurer in order to
process or substantiate claims made under your policy; or if you have not satisfied any financial
obligations you have incurred.

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
Psychotherapy is not easily described in general statements. It varies depending on the
personalities of the psychologist and client, and the particular problems you are experiencing.
There are many different methods I may use to deal with the problems that you hope to address.
Our relationship calls for a very active effort on your part. In order for the therapy to be most
successful, you will have to work on things we talk about both during our sessions and at home.
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Psychotherapy can have benefits and risks. Since therapy often involves discussing unpleasant
aspects of your life, you may experience uncomfortable feelings like sadness, guilt, anger,
frustration, loneliness, and helplessness. On the other hand, psychotherapy has also been shown to
have many benefits. Therapy often leads to better relationships, solutions to specific problems, and
significant reductions in feelings of distress. But there are no guarantees of what you will
experience.

Our first session will involve an evaluation of your needs. By the end of the evaluation, I will be
able to offer you some first impressions of what our work will include and a treatment plan to
follow, if you decide to continue with therapy. You should evaluate this information along with
your own opinions of whether you feel comfortable working with me. Therapy involves a large
commitment of time, money, and energy, so you should be very careful about the therapist you
select. If you have questions about my procedures, we should discuss them whenever they arise.
If your doubts persist, I will be happy to help you set up a meeting with another mental health
professional for a second opinion.

MEETINGS
During the first few sessions, we can both decide if I am the best person to provide the services
you need in order to meet your treatment goals. If psychotherapy is begun, I will usually schedule
one 45-minute session (one appointment hour of 45 minutes duration) per week or two at a time
we agree on, although some sessions may be longer or more frequent. Once an appointment hour
is scheduled, you will be expected to pay for it unless you provide 24 hours advance notice of
cancellation unless we both agree that you were unable to attend due to circumstances
beyond your control. It is important to note that insurance companies do not provide
reimbursement for cancelled sessions. I charge $25-120 for such missed appointments
depending on the circumstances.

PROFESSIONAL FEES
My hourly fee is $140 with the exception of the first session. Thus, a 45-minute “therapy hour” is
$140. The first session typically takes more time, usually about 75 minutes, and involves more
review and preparation. Thus, the charge for the first session is $195. In addition to weekly
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appointments, I charge this hourly amount for other professional services you may need, though I
will break down the hourly cost if I work for periods of less than one hour. Other services include
report writing, telephone conversations for reasons other than scheduling, consulting with other
professionals with your permission, preparation of records or treatment summaries, and the time
spent performing any other service you may request of me. If you have insurance, it pays at most
only for part of the sessions. It does not pay for any other services, including those described
above such as telephone consultations. If you become involved in legal proceedings that require
my participation, you will be expected to pay for all of my professional time, including preparation
and transportation costs, even if I am called to testify by another party. [Because of the difficulty
of legal involvement, I charge $200 per hour for preparation and attendance at any legal
proceeding.]

CONTACTING ME
Due to my work schedule, I am often not immediately available by telephone. I probably will not
answer the phone when I am with a client. When I am unavailable, my telephone is answered by
voice mail. I will make every effort to return your call on the same day you make it with the
exception of weekends and holidays. If you are difficult to reach, please inform me of some times
when you will be available. If you are unable to reach me and feel that you cannot wait for me to
return your call, contact your family physician or the nearest emergency room and ask for the
psychiatrist on call. If I will be unavailable for an extended time, I will provide you with the name
of a colleague to contact, if necessary.

LIMITS ON CONFIDENTIALITY
The law protects the privacy of all communications between a client and a psychologist. In most
situations, I can only release information about your treatment to others if you sign a written
Authorization form that meets certain legal requirements imposed by HIPAA. There are other
situations that require only that you provide written, advance consent. Your signature on this
Agreement provides consent for those activities, as follows:
•

I may occasionally find it helpful to consult other health and mental health professionals
about a case. During a consultation, I make every effort to avoid revealing the identity of
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my client. The other professionals are also legally bound to keep the information
confidential. If you do not object, I will not tell you about these consultations unless I feel
that it is important to our work together. I will note all consultations in your Clinical Record
(which is called “PHI” in my Notice of Psychologist’s Policies and Practices to Protect the
Privacy of Your Health Information).
•

You should be aware that I practice in a building with other mental health professionals
and administrative staff is employed. We each function as independent practitioners. In
most cases, I may need to share protected information with these individuals for
administrative purposes, such as scheduling and billing. All of the mental health
professionals are bound by the same rules of confidentiality. All staff members have been
given training about protecting your privacy and have agreed not to release any information
outside of the practice without the permission of a professional staff member.

•

Disclosures required by health insurers or to collect overdue fees are discussed elsewhere
in this Agreement.

There are some situations where I am permitted or required to disclose information without either
your consent or Authorization:
•

If you are involved in a court proceeding and a request is made for information concerning
your diagnosis and treatment, such information is protected by the psychologist-patient
privilege law. I cannot provide any information without your (or your legal
representative’s) written authorization, or a court order.

If you are involved in or

contemplating litigation, you should consult with your attorney to determine whether a
court would be likely to order me to disclose information.
•

If a government agency is requesting the information for health oversight activities, I may
be required to provide it for them.

•

If a client files a complaint or lawsuit against me, I may disclose relevant information
regarding that client in order to defend myself.
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•

If a client files a worker’s compensation claim, I must, upon appropriate request, provide
a copy of the client’s record to the Labor and Industrial Commission or the Workers’
Compensation Division of the Missouri Department of Labor and Industrial Relations, or
the client’s employer.

There are some situations in which I am legally obligated to take actions, which I believe are
necessary to attempt to protect others from harm and I may have to reveal some information about
a client’s treatment. These situations are unusual in my practice.


If I have reasonable cause to suspect that a child has been or may be subjected to abuse or
neglect or observe a child being subjected to conditions or circumstances that would
reasonably result in abuse or neglect, the law requires that I file a report with the Missouri
Division of Family Services. Once such a report is filed, I may be required to provide
additional information.



If I have reasonable cause to suspect that an elderly or disabled adult presents a likelihood
of suffering serious physical harm and is in need of protective services, the law requires
that I file a report with Department of Social Services. Once such a report is filed, I may
be required to provide additional information.



If I believe that it is necessary to disclose information to protect against a clear and
substantial risk of imminent serious harm being inflicted by the client on him/herself or
another person, I may be required to take protective action. These actions may include,
and/or initiating hospitalization and/or contacting the potential victim, and/or the police
and/or the client’s family.

If such a situation arises, I will make every effort to fully discuss it with you before taking any
action and I will limit my disclosure to what is necessary.
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While this written summary of exceptions to confidentiality should prove helpful in informing you
about potential problems, it is important that we discuss any questions or concerns that you may
have now or in the future. The laws governing confidentiality can be quite complex, and I am not
an attorney. In situations where specific advice is required, formal legal advice may be needed.

PROFESSIONAL RECORDS
The laws and standards of my profession require that I keep Protected Health Information about
you in your Clinical Record. Except in the unusual circumstance where disclosure is reasonably
likely to endanger you and/or others or when another individual (other than another health care
provider) is referenced and I believe disclosing that information puts the other person at risk of
substantial harm, you may examine and/or receive a copy of your Clinical Record, if you request
it in writing. Because these are professional records, they can be misinterpreted and/or upsetting
to untrained readers. For this reason, I recommend that you initially review them in my presence,
or have them forwarded to another mental health professional so you can discuss the contents. In
most circumstances, I am allowed to charge a copying fee of 62 cents per page (and for certain
other expenses including a $27.13 handling fee). If I refuse your request for access to your records,
you have a right of review, which I will discuss with you upon request.

CLIENT RIGHTS
HIPAA provides you with several rights with regard to your Clinical Records and disclosures of
protected health information. These rights include requesting that I amend your record; requesting
restrictions on what information from your Clinical Records is disclosed to others; requesting an
accounting of most disclosures of protected health information that you have neither consented to
nor authorized; determining the location to which protected information disclosures are sent;
having any complaints you make about my policies and procedures recorded in your records; and
the right to a paper copy of this Agreement, the attached Notice form, and my privacy policies and
procedures. I am happy to discuss any of these rights with you.

MINORS & PARENTS
Patients under 16 or 17 years of age who are not emancipated and their parents should be aware
that the law may allow parents to examine their child’s treatment records. Because privacy in
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psychotherapy is often crucial to successful progress, particularly with teenagers, it is sometimes
my policy to request an agreement from parents that they consent to give up their access to their
child’s records. If they agree, during treatment, I will provide them only with general information
about the progress of the child’s treatment, and his/her attendance at scheduled sessions. Upon
request, I will also provide parents with a summary of their child’s treatment when it is complete.
Any other communication will require the child’s Authorization, unless I feel that the child is in
danger or is a danger to someone else, in which case, I will notify the parents of my concern.
Before giving parents any information, I will discuss the matter with the child, if possible, and do
my best to handle any objections he/she may have.
BILLING AND PAYMENTS
You will be expected to pay for each session at the time it is held, unless we agree otherwise or
unless you have insurance coverage that requires another arrangement. Payment schedules for
other professional services will be agreed to when they are requested. Payment is by cash, check
or credit card. In addition, a credit card is required to be provided at the time of the first meeting.
This credit card will be charged for the balance due if for any reason the account is not paid within
30 days after completion of services. For example, your insurance company may not pay as much
as you expected. In that case, the credit card will be charged.

If your account has not been paid for more than 60 days and arrangements for payment have not
been agreed upon, you will be charged a rebilling fee of $20 for each month that the account is
overdue. I also have the option of using legal means to secure the payment. This may involve
hiring a collection agency or going through small claims court which will require me to disclose
otherwise confidential information. In most collection situations, the only information I release
regarding a client’s treatment is his/her name, the nature of services provided, and the amount due.
If such legal action is necessary, its costs will be included in the claim.

INSURANCE REIMBURSEMENT
In order for us to set realistic treatment goals and priorities, it is important to evaluate what
resources you have available to pay for your treatment. If you have a health insurance policy, it
may provide some coverage for mental health treatment. I will fill out forms and provide you with
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whatever assistance I can in helping you receive the benefits to which you are entitled; however,
you (not your insurance company) are responsible for full payment of my fees at the time of
service. It is very important that you find out exactly what mental health services your insurance
policy covers.

You should carefully read the section in your insurance coverage booklet that describes mental
health services. If you have questions about the coverage, call your plan administrator. Of course,
I will provide you with whatever information I can based on my experience and will be happy to
help you in understanding the information you receive from your insurance company. If it is
necessary to clear confusion, I may be willing to call the company on your behalf.

Due to the rising costs of health care, insurance benefits have increasingly become more complex.
It is sometimes difficult to determine exactly how much mental health coverage is available.
“Managed Health Care” plans such as HMOs and PPOs often require authorization before they
provide reimbursement for mental health services. These plans are often limited to short-term
treatment approaches designed to work out specific problems that interfere with a person’s usual
level of functioning. It may be necessary to seek approval for more therapy after a certain number
of sessions. While much can be accomplished in short-term therapy, some patients feel that they
need more services after insurance benefits end. I typically do not belong to any of these types of
plans.

You should also be aware that your contract with your health insurance company requires that I
provide it with information relevant to the services that I provide to you. I am required to provide
a clinical diagnosis. Sometimes I am required to provide additional clinical information such as
treatment plans or summaries, or copies of your entire Clinical Record. In such situations, I will
make every effort to release only the minimum information about you that is necessary for the
purpose requested. This information will become part of the insurance company files and will
probably be stored in a computer. Though all insurance companies claim to keep such information
confidential, I have no control over what they do with it once it is in their hands. In some cases,
they may share the information with a national medical information databank. I will provide you
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with a copy of any report I submit, if you request it. By signing this Agreement, you agree that I
can provide requested information to your carrier.

Once we have all of the information about your insurance coverage, we will discuss what we can
expect to accomplish with the benefits that are available and what will happen if they run out
before you feel ready to end your sessions. It is important to remember that you always have the
right to pay for my services yourself to avoid the problems described above unless prohibited by
contract.
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Electronic Communication Policy
David Lutz, Ph.D.
As a psychologist, I care about the security of our electronic communications. I can offer privacy
and confidentiality when you are in my office. However, I cannot offer the same privacy when
we communicate through electronic means on your phone, tablet, computer, or other device(s).
For all of these methods, unless we have some other agreement, I hope that you will use them
only in emergencies. I cannot keep up with lots of communication from many clients through
electronic channels. I appreciate your consideration. If you have questions, let me know.
In order to maintain clarity regarding our use of electronic modes of communication during your
work with me, I have prepared the following policy. This is because the use of various types of
electronic communications is common in our society, and many individuals believe this is the
preferred method of communication with others, whether their relationships are social or
professional. Many of these common modes of communication, however, put your privacy at
risk and can be inconsistent with the law and with the standards of my profession. Consequently,
this policy has been prepared to assure the security and confidentiality of your treatment and to
assure that it is consistent with ethics and the law.
If you have any questions about this policy, please feel free to discuss this with me.
Phone Calls
For your smartphone, download Signal Private Messenger (https://signal.org/download/). You
can use Signal to make voice and/or video calls with other Signal users (which includes me).
Text Messaging
When you use regular texting (i.e., SMS), it takes little for others to read your text messages
while the messages are in transit. To help protect your privacy, your communication needs to use
what is called “end to end encryption.” To understand the issue, go to this NPR story:
https://www.npr.org/2020/02/18/806887313/warrant-proof-encrypted-messages-targeted-bytrump-administration. To prevent others from reading your text messages in transit, Signal
Private Messenger is your solution. Once you start using it, you will see very little difference
from regular texting, but your messages, at least with me, will be encrypted. This method does
not necessarily prevent someone from reading your messages if they have physical access to
your device, but it does help ensure no one can eavesdrop on the messages you send and receive
via Signal. Especially if you choose not to use Signal, please do not text message me with any
information other than routine administrative tasks, such as scheduling.
Email Communications and File Uploads
I use email communication and text messaging only with your permission and only for
administrative purposes unless we have made another agreement. That means that email
exchanges and text messages with my office should be limited to things like setting and changing
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appointments, billing matters and other related issues. Please do not email me about clinical
matters or include clinical information (known as Protected Health Information (PHI)). While a
useful tool, unencrypted email provides little privacy, especially if hackers obtain access to your
messages. In order to allow you to provide me clinical information in a more secure way, at your
request, I will give you a link so you can upload documents securely. Remember that I will
rarely respond to your clinical information by email. If you need to discuss a clinical matter with
me, please feel free to call me so we can discuss it on the phone or wait so we can discuss it
during your therapy session. The telephone or face-to-face context simply is a much more secure
mode of communication.
Teleconference (aka, telehealth)
In order to make teleconferencing confidential, but also easy to use, I use Doxy.me
(https://doxy.me/). Doxy uses security and encryption protocols to maintain data integrity and
privacy. As a result, Doxy.me complies with HIPAA, GDPR, PHIPA/PIPEDA, & HITECH
requirements. If we are going to teleconference, I will give you the process to follow.
Social Media
I do not communicate with, or contact, any of my clients through social media platforms like
Twitter and Facebook. In addition, if I discover that I have accidentally established an online
relationship with you, I will cancel that relationship. This is because these types of casual social
contacts can create significant security risks for you.
I participate on various social networks but not in my professional capacity. If you have an
online presence, there is a possibility that you may encounter me by accident. If that occurs,
please discuss it with me during our time together. I believe that any communications with
clients online have a high potential to compromise the professional relationship. In addition,
please do not try to contact me in this way. I will not respond and will terminate any online
contact no matter how accidental.
Websites
I have a website (www.DavidLutzPhD.com) that you are free to access. I use it for professional
reasons to provide information to others about me and my practice. You are welcome to access
and review the information that I have on my website and, if you have questions about it, we
should discuss this during your therapy sessions.
Web Searches
I will not use web searches to gather information about you without your permission. I believe
that this violates your privacy rights. However, I understand that you might choose to gather
information about me in this way. In this day and age there is an incredible amount of
information available about individuals on the internet, much of which may actually be known to
that person and some of which may be inaccurate or unknown. If you encounter any information
about me through web searches, or in any other fashion for that matter, please feel free to discuss
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this with me during our time together so that we can deal with it and its potential impact on your
work with me.
Recently it has become fashionable for clients to review their health care provider on various
websites. Unfortunately, mental health professionals cannot respond to such comments and
related errors because of confidentiality restrictions. If you encounter such reviews of me or any
professional with whom you are working, please share it with me so we can discuss it and its
potential impact on your counseling and therapy. For example, I do considerable evaluation work
for disability claimants. It is not unusual that individuals who are denied disability benefits after
seeing me might attribute that denial to my report, and, therefore, write a negative review. Please
do not rate my work with you on any of these websites while we work together. This is because
it has a significant potential to damage our ability to work together.
Changes to this Policy
From time to time, it may be necessary to update the text of this policy. You will find the current
version on my website (https://www.davidlutzphd.com/), or a copy can be provided upon
request.
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YOUR SIGNATURE ON THE NEXT PAGE INDICATES THAT YOU HAVE READ THIS
AGREEMENT AND AGREE TO ITS

TERMS AND ALSO SERVES AS AN

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THE HIPAA NOTICE FORM
DESCRIBED ABOVE

Rev. 01/22
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I have read and acknowledge the Psychotherapist-Client Services Agreement and the Missouri
Notice Form to Protect the Privacy of Client Health Information.
A credit card is required to insure financial responsibility for services rendered.
Cardholder name:

Credit Card (please circle):

Visa

MasterCard

Discover

American Express

#__________________________________________________________ Exp. Date _________
Card verification value (CVV; three or four numbers on the back of the card): ______________
Billing address for the credit card:

Street______________________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip_______________________________________________________________

Phone ______________________________________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________________________________

Date of Birth: ________________________________________________________________

Payment is expected at the time of service. By my signature below I agree to charges to my credit
card for the any balances once a service is provided. I also agree to abide by these documents.

________________________________________________

__________________

Name

Date

________________________________________________

__________________

Name

Date

________________________________________________

__________________

David J. Lutz, Ph.D.

Date

